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Summary 
 
Miriam Isaacs b.1/24/1929 Cluj, Napoca, Romania, Orthodox family, parents Lea (nee Weisz) & 
Eisig (b. Transylvania), 2 sisters, 1 brother; all grandparents & over 40 family killed in Holocaust; 
father owned ritual bath house, confiscated by Nazis; discussion on family Seder; parents spoke 
Oberlander Yiddish (Miriam sings an O.Y. children’s song); fond memories of her pre-war 
childhood, e.g. attending state school run by Jewish, able to study prayers; discussion re: “Lot of 
Orthodox Jews not believing in Zionism”; rise of Anti-Semitism, fear of Iron Guard; Hungarian 
invasion; 1940 local Polish-Hungarian Jews first sent to Galicia; Miriam joins General Zionists; 
Miriam cites lyrics of Romanian Zionist songs (about Palestine), one that included lyric “Land of 
Oranges”; family home confiscated (knock at door, told “Take one package only”), taken to 
ghetto “big factory under terrible conditions”; Romanian neighbor offers shelter to only the 
daughters, father decides to keep family together; mother & sisters crammed on cattle car 
train, no food & water, no place to sit, no toilet, 4-5 people in Miriam’s car dead at arrival, 
greeted by Auschwitz sign “Work Makes You Free”; selection lines, “Some went straight to gas 
chambers”; Miriam’s mother separated from daughters, placed in another line; for 3 mos., 
Miriam doesn’t know where she was until prisoner points to chimney, then realization “where 
mother had gone”; Miriam (age 15) & sisters taken to Buchenwald, “shaved head to toe,” 
Miriam doesn’t recognize sisters, taken to barracks, some had been lying dead “2-3 years”; 
others “taken to showers where no water came out”; sleeping on wood; pain in recalling at 
Auschwitz arrival, aunt carrying two children “eliminated right away”; stories of extended 
family killed in Holocaust; Miriam would count the dead thrown on cars; awaken 5am to stand 
outside (rain, cold) for hours until SS counted; only given green liquid “didn’t know what it 
was,” sometimes given liver sausage but some rejected because it was non-kosher; sisters slave 
labor on radio parts; Miriam using poetry therapy (spoke to “better days”) to survive, recites 
Hungarian poem about relief; suspicion something was put in food to calm as “People walking 
around zombies”; people taken out for experiments, Miriam struggles to recall what she saw in 
children’s barrack; after 6-7 months Auschwitz, transfer to Gross-Rosen slave labor (5-6 
months); no shoes, walking in winter to work; in SS counting, if one person went missing, dogs 
attacked; in selections, oldest sister encouraged to run to end of line, if caught, dog attack; 
post-war – Miriam/sisters return to Cluj to see if anyone was alive, only a brother had survived 
(Dachau), father died at Dachau (typhoid) & buried in mass grave, brother immigrates to 
Palestine; Cluj neighbors had stolen Jewish property & belongings; after 2 wks, Miriam/sisters 
leave Cluj, paying off several border patrols with their watches (to reach Austria); having to 
climb rope ladder in transferring from one boat to another in middle of ocean; DP camp 
Austria; meeting future husband; in group trying to reach Israel, transfer to Cypress, 
incarcerated by British but “very nice people”; sister’s American GI boyfriend able to assist one 
sister out of Cypress (other sister stayed in Cluj with GI boyfriend); after arrival to Israel, Miriam 
enters kibbutz then enters settlement; memories of Israel becoming a state, joining Army in 
fight for independence; marriage in kibbutz 1948 to Frank (survivor Auschwitz, Buchenwald, 
liberated at Dachau); sister marries GI; son b. 1950 (in Jerusalem kibbutz); immigration to 
Chicago 1956; first impressions of America, enduring recurring questions as to why European 
Jews hadn’t risen up, some Americans would compare to McCarthyism; husband Frank 
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obtained Doctorate at the Univ of Calf, becomes college professor; 2nd child; 11 yrs. Miriam 
works in kids’ summer camp; in face of Holocaust deniers (14 yrs. post-war), Miriam beings 
sharing her story to students; closing comment include “The Holocaust began with words.”; 
family photographs. 
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